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ABSTRACT

Physical mapping with large-insert clones is becom-
ing an active area of genomics research, and capillary
electrophoresis (CE) promises to revolutionize the
physical mapping technology. Here, we demonstrate
the utility of the CE technology for genome physical
mapping with large-insert clones by constructing
a robust, binary bacterial artificial chromosome
(BIBAC)-based physical map of Penicillium chryso-
genum. We fingerprinted 23.13 coverage BIBAC
clones with five restriction enzymes and the
SNaPshot kit containing four fluorescent-ddNTPs
using the CE technology, and explored various strat-
egies to construct quality physical maps. It was
shown that the fingerprints labeled with one or two
colors, resulting in 40–70 bands per clone, were
assembled into much better quality maps than
those labeled with three or four colors. The selection
of fingerprinting enzymes was crucial to quality
map construction. From the dataset labeled with
ddTTP–dROX, we assembled a physical map for
P.chrysogenum, with 2–3 contigs per chromosome
and anchored the map to its chromosomes. This
map represents the first physical map constructed
using the CE technology, thus providing not only
a platform for genomic studies of the penicillin-
producing species, but also strategies for efficient

use of the CE technology for genome physical
mapping of plants, animals and microbes.

INTRODUCTION

Genome physical mapping, i.e. reconstruction of chromo-
somes or genomes from large-insert, arrayed bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) or transformation-competent binary BAC
(BIBAC) libraries, is becoming an active area of genomic
studies (1–3). It has been demonstrated in human (4) and
several model species (5–11) that physical maps are essential
not only for large-scale genome sequencing, but also for many
other aspects of genome research, such as transcript mapping,
positional cloning, comparative genome analysis and efficient
gene deletions (12–13). The technology of physical mapping
by fingerprint analysis of large-insert clones allows the con-
struction of genome maps even for those species for which
development of genetic maps is impossible owing to the
absence of appropriate mapping populations.

Restriction fingerprinting and contig assembly facilitated
with computer technologies (14–25) is emerging as the method
of choice for physical mapping of genomes from BACs.
Several restriction enzyme-based methods have been deve-
loped to generate fingerprints from BACs for physical map
construction, including the agarose gel-based method (17,23),
the manual DNA sequencing gel-based method (14,20) and the
automated DNA sequencing-based method (16,21,22,24,25).
Using the first two methods, BAC-based physical maps have
been constructed for several species (4–11,26). The application
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of capillary electrophoresis (CE) will significantly increase the
efficiency and accuracy of quality physical map construction.
The CE technology enables labeling DNA fragments with
fluorescent-ddNTPs, applying internal size standards in every
channel, and fractionating the labeled fragments with capillary
sequencers, thus increasing the accuracy and efficiency of
determining band size. Three protocols have been developed
(24,25) to generate fingerprints from BACs on capillary
sequencers. Although a study was conducted to compare the
CE-fingerprinting method against other fingerprinting methods
in silico (24), little is known about the actual utility of CE
technology for quality physical map construction. Up to four
fluorescent-ddNTPs can be used to label each BAC (24,25),
with one fluorescent dideoxynucleotide for each type of res-
triction fragment ends generated, but it is unclear how many
restriction enzymes, labeling colors or bands per clone are
needed to efficiently generate quality physical maps with the
CE technology.

The relatively small genome of the filamentous fungus
Penicillium chrysogenum provides an ideal model for optim-
izing the CE technology for whole-genome physical mapping
from BACs. P.chrysogenum is an asexual fungus, has a gen-
ome size of 34.1 Mb distributed over four chromosomes (27)
and is the primary commercial source of penicillinV and
penicillinG, the major antibiotic applied during treatment of
bacterial infections. The biosynthesis of penicillin and the
genes involved have been characterized in detail using
P.chrysogenum and a related fungus, Aspergillus nidulans,
as model organisms [reviewed in (28–31)]; however, few
other genes have been studied in P.chrysogenum. One of
the crucial elements inhibiting the progress into other fields
of P.chrysogenum research is the lack of efficient molecular
tools. The low rate of homologous recombination, the multi-
nucleate hyphal compartments and the lack of a sexual cycle
(32) are especially hindering genomic and molecular biology
studies of P.chrysogenum.

We demonstrated the utility of the CE technology for gen-
ome physical mapping with large-insert DNA clones by con-
structing a robust, BIBAC-based physical map of the asexual
fungus, P.chrysogenum. The physical map will allow detailed
analysis of the P.chrysogenum genome and its function in
relation to penicillin production, and facilitate the understand-
ing of the historic recombination events induced by classical
mutagenesis in order to isolate strains with better production
performance (27,33,34). This, in turn, will enhance the ability
of microbiologists to further increase the organism’s capacity
to produce penicillin. The process of developing the physical
map has demonstrated the utility of the CE technology and
developed strategies for rapid and efficient construction of
high-quality physical maps for plants, animals and microbes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of high molecular weight DNA in
agarose plugs

The international laboratory strain of P.chrysogenum, Wiscon-
sin 54–1255 (35), was used in this study. Fungal protoplasts
were prepared by incubating freshly grown mycelium with
glucanex, a lytic enzyme degrading the cell wall, in isotonic
buffer (0.7 M KCl, 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer,

pH 5.8). After separation of the undigested mycelia and
cellular debris, protoplasts were washed and stored in STC
(218 g/l sorbitol, 7.35 g/l CaCl2, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5) at
�80�C before use.

The frozen P.chrysogenum protoplasts (5 · 109) were
thawed on ice and centrifuged at 5000 g for 20 min at 4�C.
The protoplasts were washed in SCE buffer (1 M sorbitol,
20 mM sodium citrate, pH 5.8, 10 mM EDTA) with the
addition of 7.38 g/l of CaCl2 (SCEC) and centrifuged again
at 5000 g, 4�C for 15 min. The protoplasts were resuspended
in 1 ml SCEC and warmed to 45�C. A volume of 1.5 ml of
pre-warmed (45�C) 1% low-melting-point agarose in SCEC
was added to the protoplasts and gently mixed. The protoplast/
agarose mixture was pipetted into 100 ml plug molds (Bio-
Rad). After the plugs solidified, the nuclei were lysed and
DNA was purified (11,36,37).

Construction of BIBAC libraries

Two BIBAC libraries were constructed from P.chrysogenum
DNA partially digested with either BamHI or HindIII. The
digested DNAs were subjected to a single size selection,
ligated into the BIBAC vector pCLD0454 and transformed
into DH10B cells (Life Technologies) (36,37).

BIBAC fingerprinting

BIBAC clones were grown in 96-deep well plates containing
1.2 ml Terrific Broth (Life Technologies) with 15 mg/ml tetra-
cycline in an orbital shaker with shaking at 325 r.p.m. for 20 h
at 37�C. DNAs were isolated using the DNA Isolation Robotic
Workstation AutoGenprep 960 (AutoGen, Inc.). Typically,
0.8–1.2 mg of DNA was obtained per clone. Each DNA
was dissolved in 100 ml H2O, and 35 ml of each DNA sample
was transferred into 96-microtube plates for digestion and
labeling reactions.

The DNA was digested and end-labeled using a five-
enzyme, four-color labeling kit consisting of (i) four 6 bp
restriction endonucleases, BamHI, Hind III, XbaI and XhoI,
producing four different 30 recessed ends to be labeled, (ii) one
4 bp restriction endonuclease, HaeIII, producing blunted ends
and (iii) the SNaPshot Multiplex Ready Reaction Mix
(Applied Biosystems). The ends of the fragments produced
by digestion with HindIII, BamHI, XbaI and XhoI were
labeled with ddATP–dR6G, ddGTP–dR110, ddCTP–
dTAMRA and ddTTP–dROX, respectively, and HaeIII was
used to digest the labeled fragments for fractionation by CE.
Each BIBAC fingerprinting reaction consisted of 35 ml of
DNA (250–400 ng), 4.5 ml of 10· buffer 2 (New England
Biolabs), 0.45 ml of 10 mg/ml BSA, 0.04 ml of 80 U/ml HindIII,
0.15 ml of 20 U/ml of XbaI, 0.15 ml of 20 U/ml of XhoI and
4.71 ml of H2O in a total volume of 45 ml. The reaction was
incubated at 37�C for 2 h and then inactivated by incubation at
65�C for 20 min. The sample was cooled on ice and centri-
fuged briefly. To the same reaction tube, a 15 ml mixture of
1.5 ml of 10· core buffer (Promega), 0.15 ml of 10 mg/ml BSA,
0.04 ml of 80 U/ml BamHI, 0.05 ml of 80 U/ml HaeIII, 2.5 ml
of the SNaPshot Multiplex Ready Reaction Mix (Applied
Biosystems) and 10.76 ml of H2O was added. The reaction
was incubated at 37�C for 2 h, immediately followed by
incubation at 65�C for l h for enhanced labeling.
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The labeled DNA was precipitated by adding 120 ml of
100% ethanol and 6 ml of 3 M NaAc and incubating
at �80�C for at least 30 min. Samples were thawed and
centrifuged at 3000 r.p.m. in a tabletop centrifuge for
30 min. The pellets were washed two times in 200 ml of
70% ethanol and then dissolved in a mixture of 9.8 ml of
Hi-Di formamide and 0.2 ml of the internal size marker
LIZ-500 (Applied Biosystems). The DNA was denatured at
95�C for 8 min and cooled on ice for 8 min. CE was carried out
on the ABI 3100 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) using
the default GeneScan module (36 cm capillaries, POP4, 60�C,
10 s for sample injection and 44 min/run). The raw fingerprint
data in the window ranging from 35 to 500 bases were
collected using the GeneScan V3.70 and the ABI 3100 data
collection V1.0.1.

Physical map contig assembly

The raw fingerprint data from the ABI 3100 DNA Analyzer
were transformed into band data based on the peak area and
peak height, and edited both automatically and manually with
the ‘MultiColor Editor’ program (H. Lu and S. Liu, unpub-
lished data). This software distinguishes the peaks correspond-
ing to restricted fragments from the peaks corresponding to
background noise in the profile of each fingerprint and
removes vector bands from raw fingerprint data. The band
data were converted into FPC data by the ‘SizeToFpc’ soft-
ware (H. Lu and S. Liu, unpublished data), which can be used
in both Windows and UNIX systems with both automatic and
manual functions.

The edited fingerprint data were used to assemble contigs
using the FPC V6.2 software (18,19). The fingerprint of each
clone was collected and compiled according to the labeled end
colors, with the fingerprint labeled with one color per window
(24). Because each clone was digested and labeled with four
colors, a total of 15 sets of fingerprint data categorized into
four groups were created according to the labeling colors (24):
(i) 4 single-color fingerprint datasets (B for blue, G for green,
Y for yellow and R for red), (ii) 6 two-color combinations (BG,
BY, BR, GY, GR and YR), (iii) 4 three-color combinations
(BGY, BGR, BYR and GYR) and (iv) 1 four-color combina-
tion (BGYR). A tolerance of five corresponding to 0.5 bp was
used for contig assembly (24).

Anchoring of the contig map to chromosomes

Two approaches were used to anchor the contig map assembled
from the BIBAC fingerprints to P.chrysogenum chromosomes.
First, one half of a 100 ml agarose plug containing P.chryso-
genum chromosome-sized DNA was subjected to PFGE on a
0.6% chromosomal grade agarose gel (Bio-Rad) in 0.5· TBE
with Schizosacchomyces pombe chromosome-size DNA
(Bio-Rad) as DNA molecular weight markers (38). The DNA
in the gel was nicked and blotted onto Hybond N+ membrane
(Amersham) using 1.5 M NaCl, 0.4 N NaOH for 24 h. The
Southern blot was hybridized with probes generated from
DNA of selected BIBACs labeled with [32P]dCTP (7). Two
to three BIBACs were selected from each contig of the phys-
ical map as probes. The blots were hybridized overnight,
washed three times in 0.2· SSC, 0.1% SDS at 65�C, 15 min
each wash, and exposed to X-ray film.

In the second approach, the BIBAC libraries of
P.chrysogenum were robotically double-gridded and blotted
onto Hybond N+ membrane (36) and then probed with
chromosome-specific gene probes for chromosomes I and II
of P.chrysogenum, with pcbC for chromosome I (27), and
pyrG (27) and niaD (M. A. van den Berg, unpublished
data) for chromosome II. Plates 1–8 of the BamHI library
were hybridized with pcbC, plates 1–8 of the Hind III library
with pyrG, and niaD was used for plates 5–8 of both BamHI
and HindIII libraries. Labeling of probes, hybridization and
detection of selected BIBAC filters were performed using the
ECL labeling kit (Amersham).

RESULTS

Source BIBAC library construction

Two BIBAC libraries were constructed from P.chrysogenum
Wisconsin 54–1255 in the BIBAC vector pCLD04541 to
develop the whole-genome physical map of P.chrysogenum.
The two BIBAC libraries were constructed with BamHI and
HindIII that have recognition sites with differing G/C contents
to maximize the actual genome coverage of the libraries and
thus the resulting physical map (Table 1). The BamHI library
consisted of 3456 clones. Analysis of 73 random clones
showed that it had an average insert size of 126 kb and
4.1% insert-empty clones, providing a coverage of 12.1·
the 34.1 Mb genome (27). The HindIII library consisted of
4608 clones. Analysis of 68 random clones showed that it had
an average insert of 130 kb and no insert-empty clones, pro-
viding a genome coverage of 17.3·. The combined libraries
contained a total of 8064 clones with an average insert size of
128 kb and a coverage of 29.4·.

BIBAC fingerprinting

A combination of five enzymes, BamHI, HindIII, XbaI, XhoI
and HaeIII, were used to fingerprint each BIBAC. The restric-
ted fragments of the first four enzymes were end-labeled with
a SNaPshot kit containing four fluorescent-ddNTPs, thus
providing informative bands for each clone fingerprint. The
frequently cutting enzyme, HaeIII, was only used to cut the
labeled fragments into smaller sizes for CE-based analysis,
and their resulting ends were not labeled, thus providing no
information for each clone fingerprint. To estimate the impact
of the number of bands per clone, or the number of restriction
enzymes or labeling colors on the quality of the constructed
physical map, a total of 7296 randomly selected clones

Table 1. The P.chrysogenum BIBAC libraries and their clones used in the

physical map construction

Features HindIII library BamHI library Total

Cloning vector pCLD04541 pCLD04541 1
Cloning sites HindIII BamHI 2
No. of clones 4608 3456 8064
Average insert size (kb) 130 126 128
Insert-empty clones (%) 0.0 4.1 1.8
Genome equivalents 17.3· 12.1· 29.4·
No. of clones fingerprinted 4224 3072 7296

No. of clone fingerprints used 3849 2315 6164
Genome equivalents used 14.5· 8.6· 23.1·
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from both BIBAC libraries were each fingerprinted using the
five enzymes and four labeling colors separated on an ABI
3100 DNA Analyzer (Table 1). Figure 1 shows an example of
a BIBAC fingerprint generated with this method. Since 1132
(15.5%) of the clones had no inserts, produced less than five
bands, or failed in fingerprinting, 6164 clones, equivalent to
23.1· of the P.chrysogenum genome, were converted into the
FPC database. Of these 6164 clones, 3849 (14.5·) were from
the HindIII library and 2315 (8.6·) from the BamHI library.
Since each BIBAC was labeled with four individual colors, a
total of 15 fingerprint datasets, based on single or combina-
tions of up to four colors, were compiled and categorized into
four groups (see Materials and Methods; Table 2). The single-
color BIBAC fingerprints had an average number of bands
ranging from 26.0 for the yellow fingerprint generated with
XbaI to 40.2 for the red fingerprint generated with XhoI.

Physical map contig assembly and editing

Before contig assembly from the 15 possible fingerprint
datasets, we explored various strategies of contig assembly
by comparatively analyzing the datasets using the program
FPC V6.2 (18,19) with number of clones equivalent to 5.3·
(1442 clones), 10.9· (3106 clones), 16.0· (4549 clones) and
23.1· (6164 clones) at a cutoff value of 1 · 10�20. Two results
were apparent from this contig assembly pilot experiment.

The first one was that the percentages of questionable clones
(Qs) and chimeric contigs increased significantly (although
the number of contigs decreased) as the genome coverage
increased from 5.3· to 23.1·. This result was in agreement
with the previous study using in silico contig assembly (19).
The second result was that the percentages of Qs and chimeric
contigs also increased significantly from the fingerprint data-
sets labeled with one color to those labeled with more than
one color, though the numbers of contigs assembled from
the single-color datasets were significantly larger than those
assembled from combined datasets labeled with more than one
color (Supplementary Table 1). This pilot experiment indic-
ated that it was impossible to make reasonable comparisons
among the 15 fingerprint datasets for quality map construction
by assembling contigs at a single cutoff value. Therefore, we
decided to assemble contig maps using variable cutoffs and
controlling the number of Qs, a significant parameter for qual-
ity contig maps (19,24).

The 15 sets of fingerprint data were then individually
assembled into contigs using the FPC program. A cutoff value
of 1 · 10�37 was used for the initial automated contig assem-
bly. Cycles of automated contig assembly were continued with
successively higher cutoff values while simultaneously main-
taining Qs <1%. The automated contig assembly results are
summarized in Table 2. In comparison among the four groups
of datasets, the two-color fingerprint datasets resulted in the

BamHI/ddGTP-dR110

HindIII/ddATP-dR6G

XbaI/ddCTP-dTAMRA

XhoI/ddTTP-dROX

Marker: LIZ-500

The fingerprint of clone PHV004A10

Figure 1. Example of a single BIBAC fingerprint generated with five restriction enzymes (the HaeIII fragment ends were not labeled) and four fluorescent-ddNTPs
of the SNaPshot Multiplex Ready Reaction Mix on the ABI 3100 DNA analyzer. The blue peaks show the BamHI fragments labeled with ddGTP-dR110; the green
peaks show the HindIII fragments labeled with ddATP-dR6G; the black peaks show the XbaI fragments labeled with ddCTP–dTAMRA; the red peaks show the XhoI
fragments labeled with ddTTP–dROX; and the orange peaks show the internal size standard LIZ-500.
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lowest average number of contigs (153 contigs), followed by
the single-color fingerprint datasets (170 contigs), the three-
color datasets (275 contigs) and the four-color datasets
(281 contigs). Within each of the single-, two- and three-
color fingerprint dataset groups, the number of resultant con-
tigs varied significantly. For example, in the single-color
group, the number of contigs assembled from the fingerprints
labeled with red color was less than half of the number of
contigs assembled from the fingerprints labeled with each of
the other three colors. Among the 15 fingerprint datasets, the
BR combination generated with BamHI and XhoI was as-
sembled into the smallest number of contigs (42 contigs),
having the largest average contig length (758 kb/contig).

Because the R, BR and BRY fingerprint datasets were
assembled into the fewest and largest automatic contigs
in the single-, two-color and three-color groups (Table 2),
respectively, the contigs assembled from these datasets
were selected for further study. The contigs resulting from
automated assembly of the R, BR and BRY datasets were
further analyzed manually using the Calc CB map and Fp
Order CB map functions of the FPC program as Ren et al.
(11). Chimeric contigs were disassembled and reassembled at
higher stringency, and Qs were removed manually. Neighbor-
ing contigs were merged, and singletons added by gradually
reducing the cutoffs to 1 · 10�15. As a result, 11 contigs were
obtained from each of the R and BR fingerprint contigs, and
12 from the BRY fingerprint contigs. Table 3 shows the R
fingerprint map contigs, ranging from 294 to 7661 kb per
contig and spanning a total of 38.4 Mb in physical length.

Contig verification and anchoring to chromosomes

Because the R, BR and BRY fingerprint datasets were
assembled into similar number of contigs, but generation of
single-color fingerprints is much more efficient in general, we
focused our contig verification and contig anchoring efforts

on the R fingerprint map. We first analyzed the R fingerprint
contigs against those of the remaining 14 fingerprint datasets
to test whether the contigs assembled from the BR, BRY and
the other 12 fingerprint datasets could be used to further refine
the R fingerprint contig map. The result showed that the con-
tigs assembled from the BR and BRY fingerprint datasets were
essentially the same as the R fingerprint contigs in terms of
clone content and order, while the contigs of the other data-
sets were found to be subsets of the R fingerprint contigs.
Therefore, the R fingerprint contig map could not be further

Table 2. Contig assembly from the fingerprints of 6164 BIBACs (23.1·) generated with single enzyme or labeling colors, or the combinations of multiple enzymes

or labeling colors by lowering the cutoff settings until <1% Qs were generated

Combinationa

of color(s)
No. of bands
per clone

Size represented
per band (bp)

Cutoff needed
for 1% Qs

No. of
contigs

No. of clones
in the contigs

No. of
singles

No. of Qs Mean length/
contig (kb)b

B 34.4 3721 5 · 10�25 216 5344 820 15 231
G 37.8 3386 1 · 10�24 213 4521 1642 21 293
Y 26.0 4923 1 · 10�29 161 5294 867 46 278
R 40.2 3184 1 · 10�23 89 5851 313 4 426
Mean 34.6 3699 170 5252 910 22 307
BG 73.0 1753 1 · 10�30 246 5040 1124 36 245
BR 74.6 1716 1 · 10�27 42 5969 195 44 758
BY 60.4 2119 2 · 10�28 98 5744 420 28 406
RY 66.2 1934 5 · 10�28 66 5824 340 19 553
GR 78.9 1622 5 · 10�32 255 5176 988 41 236
GY 64.7 1978 1 · 10�28 211 4897 1267 40 270
Mean 69.6 1839 153 5441 722 35 411
BGR 113.2 1131 1 · 10�35 299 5373 791 48 216
BGY 99.0 1293 1 · 10�35 395 4934 1230 29 196
BRY 100.6 1272 3 · 10�30 65 5913 251 32 564
GRY 104.9 1220 1 · 10�35 340 5152 1012 22 209
Mean 104.4 1226 275 5343 821 33 296
BGYR 139.3 919 1 · 10�35 281 5439 725 30 225

aLetter ‘B’ indicates ‘blue’ fingerprints generated with BamHI; ‘G’ for ‘green’ fingerprints generated with HindIII; ‘Y’ for ‘yellow’ fingerprints generated with XbaI;
and ‘R’ for ‘red’ fingerprints generated with XhoI.
bThe mean length of the contigs from each assembly was calculated by the product of the mean size that each unique band (the average insert size of the clones divided
by the average number of bands per clone) is equivalent to and the total number of unique bands of all contigs divided by the number of contigs of the assembly.

Table 3. Summary of the P.chrysogenum physical map

Chromosomes Size
(Mb)a

Contig
code

Evidenceb No. of
clones

Map
length (kb)

I 10.4 6 Deduction 842 5466
7 pcbC probe 784 5280

ctg probes
33 Deduction 303 1398
Subtotal 1929 12 144

II 9.6 25 niaD probe 360 2442
ctg probes

39 pyrG probe 1005 7661
ctg probes

Subtotal 1365 10 103
III 7.3 2 ctg probes 495 3930

21 ctg probes 895 5952
Subtotal 1390 9882

IV 6.8 1 ctg probes 643 4339
13 ctg probes 242 1629
23 ctg probes 52 294
Subtotal 937 6262

Genome 34.1 Total 5621 38 401

aThe sizes of the chromosomes were estimated by PFGE (27).
bThe contigs 6 and 33 were anchored to chromosome I or II by using contig
BIBAC probes, but it was difficult to clearly locate them to individual chromo-
somes. The positions of the two contigs were deduced according to the total
contig length and the chromosome I and II lengths.
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refined using the contigs assembled from the other datasets.
Although the attempt failed, the results provided evidence that
the assembled map contigs were reliable.

To further verify and anchor the R fingerprint contigs to the
P.chrysogenum chromosomes, we screened a subgroup of
plates of the contig map source BIBAC libraries (see Materials
and Methods) with pcbC, pyrG and niaD previously located to
chromosomes I and II of P.chrysogenum [(27); M. A. van den
Berg, unpublished data]. A total of 16 positive clones were
obtained with pcbC, with 12 of them located to a segment of
contig 7 (ctg7) and four clones not in the fingerprint database
(Supplementary Figure 4). Similarly, niaD identified 11 pos-
itive clones, with 8 of them located to a segment of contig 25,
1 in a singleton, and 2 not in the fingerprint database
(Supplementary Figure 8). Using pyrG, nine clones were iden-
tified, of which seven were located to a segment of contig 39,
and two were not in the fingerprint database (Supplementary
Figure 10). These results not only further verified the accuracy
of the contigs but also anchored them to chromosomes I and II,
respectively (Table 3).

For contig verification and chromosome anchoring, we also
fractionated the chromosome-sized DNA of P.chrysogenum
by PFGE and conducted Southern analysis with BIBACs
randomly selected from the contig map, with 2–3 BIBACs
per contig (Supplementary Figures 1–10). The hybridization
anchored 5 of the 11 contigs to chromosomes III and IV and
the remaining contigs to chromosome I or II (Supplementary
Figure 11). This result, in combination with the pcbC, pyrG
and niaD hybridizations, anchored all of the 11 contigs to the
chromosomes of the fungus. Furthermore, all probe BIBACs
randomly selected from a single contig were found to hybrid-
ize with the same chromosome, indicating that the contigs
were assembled properly. At this point, we attempted to fur-
ther merge the contigs anchored to the same chromosomes by
lowering the cutoff to 1 · 10�13. Consequently, two contigs
anchored to chromosome I were merged into one contig, and
the number of the R fingerprint map contigs was reduced to 10
(Table 3; Supplementary Figures 1–10).

DISCUSSION

We have developed a robust physical map of the P.chryso-
genum genome from BIBAC fingerprints generated by the CE
technology and anchored it to corresponding chromosomes.
The map consists of 10 contigs, with each contig covering an
average of 3.84 Mb and 2–3 contigs per chromosome. The map
is highly reliable, as indicated by comparative analysis of the
contig maps assembled from 15 fingerprint datasets, source
library screening and contig anchoring. The total physical
length of the map is �38.4 Mb, 12.6% larger than the estim-
ated 34.1 Mb size of the P.chrysogenum genome (27). This
difference may indicate that some contigs still overlap adja-
cent contigs even though these overlaps could not be detected
with the probes and stringency used, and/or the genome size
of P.chrysogenum was underestimated (27). Because of the
difficulty of constructing a genetic map for an organism with
asexual reproduction (34), the physical map reported here will
provide an especially useful tool for genomics research of
P.chrysogenum and related species.

The P.chrysogenum physical map represents the first repor-
ted genome physical map constructed from clone fingerprints
generated by the use of the CE technology. In the process
of constructing the physical map using BIBAC fingerprints
generated by the technology, we demonstrated several useful
points and developed strategies for quality physical map con-
struction. As shown in Table 2, a range between 40 and
70 bands per clone is desirable for quality map construction.
This result is in agreement with that obtained in our previous
in silico study (24) and is also supported by two other ongoing
physical mapping projects in our laboratory (unpublished
data). While attempts were made to refine the contig map
constructed from one enzyme fingerprint dataset using the
maps assembled from other enzyme and enzyme combination
fingerprint datasets, this strategy was not effective for map
refinement. These results are in agreement with those obtained
from the soybean BAC fingerprints generated by the manual
sequencing gel-based fingerprinting method (26).

The results of the contig assembly experiments indicate that
the datasets derived from labeling with one or two colors (two
or three enzymes, including HaeIII) resulted in many fewer
contigs than the assemblies with datasets derived from three or
four colors (four or five total enzymes). It is much easier to
correctly assemble a contig from fingerprints with fewer bands
above a threshold number. Using an excess number of res-
triction enzymes results in many more fingerprint bands to
analyze, making fingerprint comparisons and contig assembly
more difficult. The use of excess number of enzymes and
labeling colors to generate fingerprints increases the cost
and reduces the throughput of fingerprint production. Import-
antly, it makes the fingerprinting protocols more complicated.
The fingerprints generated with a more complicated protocol
are likely to be lower in quality than those generated with a
simpler protocol (24). Increasing the number of enzymes and
labeling colors used for fingerprinting is expected to increase
the possibility of partial digestion, star activity and/or low
labeling efficiency. The lower fingerprint quality would
lead to a lower quality contig map, regardless of which dataset
is used. Therefore, the fingerprinting protocols using one or
two 6 bp enzymes, along with a 4 bp cutter, and one or two
labeling colors, such as those of Gregory et al. (16) and Xu
et al. (24), are recommended for constructing quality physical
maps from fingerprints generated using CE technology and the
FPC program (19).

In addition, protocols in which each clone is labeled with a
single dye allow multiplex fingerprint production, depending
on the availability of the number of migration rate-matched
dyes. Since at least three such dyes, including ddATP-HEX,
ddATP-NED and ddATP-TET (16), are commercially avail-
able for fingerprint analysis, then a combination of three BACs
each labeled with a single unique dye could be analyzed on a
single channel of a capillary sequencer. Therefore, both CE
throughput could be increased and cost could be reduced by as
much as 3-fold if each BAC is labeled with a single dye
(16,24). Using a fingerprinting kit consisting of three enzymes
(HindIII, BamHI and HaeIII) and one labeling dye (24), we
have constructed a contig physical map of the cotton genome
(Z. Xu, L. Covaleda, R. Kohel, J. Z. Yu, H.-B. Zhang and
M.-K. Lee, unpublished data). In this study, because two
BACs labeled with different colors were run in a single
capillary channel, the fingerprinting throughput was doubled,
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the cost decreased and the quality of the resulting map in-
creased. Moreover, for further enhanced fingerprint produc-
tion throughput, a higher-throughput instrument, such as the
96-capillary ABI 3730 or MegaBACE 1000, could be used for
fingerprint fractionation.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the effect of number of
bands per clone or number of enzymes on quality map con-
struction with the CE technology varied significantly (Table 2).
This is probably due to the distribution of the bands within the
data collection window (35–500 bases) and/or fingerprint
quality. Therefore, a pilot experiment of random clones diges-
ted with different enzymes will be helpful to select suitable
enzymes for fingerprint production for a particular genome of
interest. This study suggests that the enzymes selected should
result in no partial or non-specific (star activity) digestion, and
should generate fingerprints with clearly defined sharp peaks
with a good distribution in the 35–500 base size window and
low background noise. For example, the digestion of P.chryso-
genum BIBACs with the enzyme XhoI resulted in the best
fingerprints for physical map construction, considering finger-
print quality, cost and throughput.

The techniques and strategies demonstrated here are applic-
able for whole-genome physical mapping of other species,
including plants, animals and microbes. Although the genome
of P.chrysogenum is much smaller and simpler than the gen-
omes of plants and animals, previous physical mapping studies
(4–11,26) consistently indicated that genome physical map-
ping with large-insert clones by fingerprint analysis does not
seem significantly influenced by the size and complexity of
the target genomes. This study showed that the quality of the
contig map, indicated by contig length and <1% Qs, construc-
ted from the fingerprints generated with one or two labeling
colors (two or three enzymes including HaeIII) was much
higher than contig maps generated with three or four colors
(four or five enzymes), suggesting that it is unnecessary to
use five enzymes and four labeling colors to generate BAC
fingerprints for quality map construction using CE technology
and the PFC program (19).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.
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